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ABSTRACT 

The GUIDELTh"F.S FOR APPRAISING E.~TREPRE?-t'EURIAL ASPECTS OF 

PROJF.CT PROPONENTS is designed for the use of appraisal. officers 

of the National. Industrial Development and Finance Organization 

{NIDFO) in assessing the entrepreneurial potentials of candidates 

for financial assistance. 

'lhe appraisal. process ~ s incorporated in the Entrepreneurship 

Motivation Training {EMT) of selected entrepreneun:.. Consolidation 

of the results of the series of tests the entrepreneu?'-participants 

are subjected to give a composite mea51.4rement of th'? 

entrepreneurial. poter.tials of the comdidates. It must be 

considered as a complementary me•~urement to the ~•rketing, technical. 

and financial. viability of the project. 

'lhe process includes • valid.atioL S)Stem that will provide 

insights into the need for modifying ;;-ppraisal methods being used 

when found irrelevant to entrepreneurial success. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The guidelines incorporated herein cover concepts and 

procedures to be followed by the Nation.I Industrial Development 

and Finance Organization (NIDFO) appraisal officers in appraising 

the entrepreneurship aspects of project proponents. 

The Job Discription of the Entrepreneurship Development 

Programme Expert specifies "project proposal" instead of project 

proponents. Following the line of thinking that entrepreneurship 

development targets the entrepreneur rather than the enterprise or 

the project, the project itself cannot be appraised for 

entrepreneurship. It is the entrep::-eneur being the project proponent 

that may be appraised on entreprenf>urship, C1anifestations of which 

are not incorporated in the project proposal. 

This guideline was prepared from 3 to 5 March 1991 (3 working 

days) using the Entrepreneurship Motivation Training (EMT) Manual 

(EDP Expert Technical Report No. 5) as the basis. 

The entrepreneurs selected for assistance by NIDFO will be 

provided with a package of &ervices from entrepreneur de7elopment 

to project financiilg. This ~..U.ls for two (2) sets of apt>raisal: 

(1) for the entrepreneurial success potentials of the entrepreneur, 

and (2) for the feasibility/viability of the project. This 

appraisal system addreGses the entrepreneurship aspect of project 

proponents to indicate their potentials for business success. 
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I. OBJECTIVE OF THE APPRAISAL 

'.lbrougb many years of economic development efforts in many 

countries, entrepreneurship has evolved as a vital component that 

merits attention. The NIDFO managellie:it realizes that monetary 

assistance is a necessary but not sufficient conCition for the 

survival. and growth of the enterprise ~d that the human factor 

still remains significant. 

Cogni~t of this, an appraisal of the entrepreneur as the 

project proponent or sponsor becomes necesE:>ery to assist in the 

decision on whether a feasible project ma.y fail because the 

proponent does not have entrepreneurial. traits for success. 

'!be appraisal therefore is intended to establish relative 

indications of the projei:~proponent - entrepreneur1
6 potentials 

for business success as an added factor to consider in the 

'fiabili ty of a project proposal for financing. 

II. APPRAISAL FRAMEWORK 

'.lbe entrepreneurship apr;raisal is directed towards those 

entrepreneurs th•t have passed the screening/selection process. 

Such entrepreneurs have therefore, been channeled to the Entrepreneui

ship Motivation Training (El-IT). 

The apr.raisal will be widertaken in four ( 4) progressive stages 

as follows: 
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A. F.zi trepreneurial Motivation 

The first stage of appraisal evaluates the main motive of the 

entrepreneur in setting uphis,fher busine66. Motives which relate to 

self actualizaticn or realization is given the highest rating 

because such motives exert the most influence on the entrepreneur's 

actions that persist through time. The needs of an individual for 

self fulfillment does not get satisfied cuch that the perseverance 

of the individual is tested continously. Other motives in 

descending degrees of infiuence on the actuations of an individual 

are: being of service to others, achieving recognition and respect 

of the commni ty and society, providing for familial security and 

providing for the basic needs for existence of self and the family. 

B. Entrepreneurial Spiri. t 

The second appraisal stage measure£ the entrepreneurial 

spirit of the individual by determining how much of the 

entrepreneurial characteristics are present. 

c. Entrenreneurial Inclination 

The third stage of appraisal examines the strengths and 

weaknesses of an individual towards ~1 entrepreneurial carreer. 

There are two (2) ways of mea5Uring entrepreneurial _inclination, 

namely: 

1. Detel"l!"ination of Need for Achievement 

A high need for achievement (n-Ach) has been identified most 

frequently with entrepreneurial individuals. 

2. Appraisal of work Habits 

Considering t:hoit entrepreneurship is a woiy of life, i.e., it 

is oi manner of accomplishing tasks with certain attitudes, habits, 

perGpectives .;.nd discipline, one can be called entrepreneurial 

if ;1e/ she works excellently, dil'.1 gently, profitably and 

effectively. 
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D. Entrepreneurial Readilless 

Th.a~ test for entrepreneurial readiness determines whether 

the individuals are ready to assume the tasks ~d roles of an 

entrepre:ieur and to face the challengee of bein£ in business. 

III. APPRAIS/,L PROC"-SS ,J:D INSTRUMENTS 

The process of ap_; raisal. consists of two main parts, namely, 

(1) Admi.~istration of a series of Tests, and (2) u~~~r.nin~tion of 

Entrepreneurial Potentials. 

A. Administration of Series of Tests 

The series of tests are built into the Entrepreneurs.hip 

Motivation Training (EMT) at strategic points. (See EDP Expert 

Repcrt No. 4: Entrepreneurship Ho ti vation Training Manual.) 

The series of tests/assessi:ents are as follows: 

1. Entrepreneurial Motivation Assessment 

The questionnaire on reasons for being in business is adminis

tered at the start of the entrepreneurial awareness mc.dule to 

detennine the level of entrepreneurial motivation of the 

participants, before getting exposed to entrepreneurship concepts. 

The instrument used is EltT/E - 007 - REAfiONS F'OR BEilDIN 

BUSINESS EXERCISE (Annex A). 

Results of the first test will be compiled by the EMT Course 

Coordinator for consoli~tion with other tests. 
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2. Entrepreneurial Spirit 

A second questionna:re is administrred to the parvicipants 

immedi•tely after the first one to enable the participant to 

lalow himself with regards to entrepreneurial spirit, successful 

entrepreneur characteristics, right motivations and circumstances 

in his/her life th2t manifest entrepreneurial role. 

For this purpose the instrument used is DiT/~ - oo8 -

ENTREP~URHL S::J..F-ASSESSHENT \Annex B). 

Results of this self-assessment are likewise compiled by 

the EMT Course Coordinator for consolidation. 

3. Entrepreneurial Inclination 

The third assessment is done after the ~ntrepreneur 

participants have -eceived lectures and parti•ipated in 

discussions on entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial traits and 

qualities and entrepreneurial tasks. 

There are two instruments to be used in this assessment, 

namely: 

1) EMT/'( - 012 (1) - ASSESSING YOUR ENTREPRENEURIAL 

INCLINATION (Annex C) 

2) EMT/Q - 012 ( 2) - APPR1USING YCUR v10RK HABITS 

(.Annex D) 

Results of both tests will likewise be compiled by the EMT 

Course Coordinator for consolidation. 
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4. Entrepreneurial Readiness 

The previous assessments enable the entrepreneur 

participants to recognize their entrepreneurial strengths and 

weakness.?s. They then go through the sessions on entrepreneu

rial. skills for developing themsehes for entrepreneurial success. 

The last assessment is administered using IBT/~ -018 -

DETER'-UNING YGUR ENTREPRENEUHIAL READINF.SS (Annex E). 

As before, results of the test are consolickited with the rest. 

B. Determination of Entrenreneurial Potentials 

All the results from the series of tests a.re consolid2ted 

as follows: 

1. Compile to;ether all filled up questionnaires for each 

entreprenLu~participant. 

2. Arrange the compile! test reSU:ts in alphabetical order of 

the surnames of the en trepreneu~participants. 

3. Tabulate the test results using the ~ollowing format: 



CONSOLIDATED T E .:i T RE.:iULTS 

EH T, 19 ___ _ 

R A " .:i c 0 R E s 
"' 

E I 0 H T E 0 ~ c 0 R E s 

s A !i 
:::rrR~>R.£- OlT!EPRE- ~rrrl::.l'!l ::ll <.1JR !Al. urrHEl'RE- mr!lt:l'RE- E.~rt'il~l'RE- FJITf!tJ'RUIEUR !AL EllrRil·ki.. TUr AL 

:. :1::::::11.\L :1:::u;n,\L DlCLINATIO!I N£URIAL UEURIAL flEURIAL lllCLirlATIOtl NEUllI;.L JEIGHTED 
(Alp~.ab~tic&l Crder) !iOl'~'/ ATIC:I $PIRIT r;.::.o ruR wOi\K READUll::SS HOrIVATION .:iPIRIT rh:EO Hill •o~ READ Uff.:;s POltll'S 

- ACHIEVEH!:!T RABI TS ACIUEVD!EUT HAl'ITS 

i. 

2. 

'· 
' ... 
c. ,. 

6. 
~o 

- ~ 

I• 

9. 

'). 

,~. 

,,. 
12. 

,,, 
,~. 

,~. 

10. 

1?. 

0 .. ~ ., . or 55 I 25 "2 10 10 100 100 100 100 100 500 
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4. Rav scores are computed in accordance with scorin~ :nstructions 
in each questionnaire. 

5. 'n"eighted scores are ol-tained fro::? computing the ratio of ti.'? 

rav score in tee total expected score correspor.dinb to each 

test. Res.tl ts a re po in ts in e""ch factor out of 1uo. 

6. The Course coordinator pre~res • summary reFort on the 

entrepreneurial potentials of each entrepreneur - participant 

in the format as shown in Annex F - ENTRE.PHEl-JLUi<H.L FOTE!\TIALS 

ASSESSl-::EK1' RE:PCRT. 

The Entrepreneurial Potentials Assessment Report is filed 

in the entrepreneur folder to go along vi th the business plan 

for project viability assessment for financing purposes. 

7. Add up all ~ighted scores for each entrepreneur participOAnt 

and enter result t:nder TOT~L WEIGHTED POWTS. The total 

weighted score per participo;nt vill r.nge from 0 to 500 points. 

8. Prepare a ranking list of the entrepreLeur participants 

using the following format: 

RANr:ING OF PARTICIPANTS ON ENTREPRENEURIAL POTENTIALS 

NJJ.:E w'::IGHTED RANK 
POINTS 
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9. '!he cut.off point established by r.he OIC, Development Services, 

NIDFO is 3.50 points. All entrep::-eneu~participants obtaining 

3.50 points ilild above will be recommended for the ~cic 

Business Mai: 9.gemP.n t Course ( BBMC) • 

10. Those with points below 3.50 will be given extension service to 

further develop their entrepreneurial characteristics. 

Depending on their exhibited entrepreneurial development during 

the extension service (See EDP Expert Report No. 7: Guidelines 

for Extension Workers at the Shop Floor Level), the entrepreneurs 

may be recycled to procee:l to the B:il-1C. 

IV. APPRAISAL OFFICER 

'!be appraisal officer for entrepreneurial aspects of the project 

proponent shall be the EDP Specialist (s) of the Development Services 

Section, NIDFO. 

They should be adequately trained on the overall entrepreneurship 

development programme including the details of the EMT and the 

appr.iisal system embodied in these guidelines. 

With the summary refort, however, the loom appraisal officer 

of the Financial Services, NIDFO can draw his own conclusions on 

the entrepreneurcilip aspects of the entrepreneur project proponent. 
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V. VALID.ATICN 

'lbe appraisal process is the final screening of entrepreneurs 

for entrepreneurial potentials. The screening process has put 

together various tools for selecting potentially successful 

entrepreneurs. The question to answer is whether such tools for 

screening h-.ve correctly identified those with entrepreneurial tal~ts. 

The checking of whether the appraisal process is effectively 

selecting entrepreneurial talent is called validation. 

All agencies and institutions involved in entrepreneurship 

developm~nt validate their appraisal. process periodically. A 

validation ever-y two years is suggested for NIDFO. 

The process of validation requires the gathering and analysis 

of data. 

A. Tes·: Scores of EntreFreneur - Participants 

From the entrepreneur files of the Development Servic~s Section 

get the teEt scores of entrepreneurs who went through the EMT 

(at le~st 1 year after) classified into four (4) sets: 

1. Those recommended for the BBMC and went through it (EMT/BBMC); 

2. Those recommended for the BBMC but d.i.d not go through the 
progr•11nme (EMT/NOT) ; 

3. Those rejected for the Bl!1C and received extension service 
(EMT/XT); 

4. Those rejected for the BBl-iC but did not receive extension 

service (EMT/NCXT). 
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B. Rating Business Perfoniance of 

Entrepreneurs 

'lb.e rating of the business perfonnance of entrepreneurs is a 

little tricky. An infiividual cannot be an absolute success or failure. 

To facilitate the task the following in di ca tors may be used with 

their corresponding justification and interpretations: 

1. Status of Business 

On-going and profitable businesses will reflect succesdul 

business perfonnance. 

2. Extent of Personal Cash Invested 

The amount of money invested in thebusiness after the EMT 

may be taken as indicative of the amount of risks the 

entrepreneur took to pursue the business. The entrepreneuria1 

individual show1 willingness to take risks alld persona1 

responoibili ty by investing greater amount of personal cash 

relative to own capacity to invest in the business. 

3. Source of Funds for Expansion 

Entrepreneurial individuals are not hindered from expanding 

the business by lack of capital. They are resourceful and 

persuasive enough to raise funds from sources outside of 

themselves, that is, from other members of the family, from 

friends, and from financing institutions (NIDFO). 

The ability to borrow from others apart froa: relatives 

indicates greater degree of resourcefulness and persuasive skills. 
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4. Time Spent on Business 

Spending full-time rather than cerely part.-time •ttention in 

the business is ffiore likely to le•d to successful businczs 

perfom.ance. Hore entrepre:iei:ri•l individu•ls, being h;irdworking, 

will work more than eieht hou=-s daily on the ~ver.age. 

5. Existence of Diversific2tion Plans 

Having plans for diversification is •ssw:ied to reflect future 

orientation, a trait con~idered essenti•l to business success. 

It al.so reflects creativity and innov•tiveness. 

6. Increase in Income 

To the extent th~t increc:ses in income indicate prog£essi vness 

and hard work, entrepreneurial individuals •re exrected to 

register increase in inco~e (revenues and profits) over the years. 

?• Entrepreneurial ~'Ualities 

Indi vidual.s reflect improver.ien t of entrepreneurial qualities 

when asse::;sment through ~T - oo8 - ENTREP!ENEURIAL SELF

AS.SL.;:;.SMENT is administered. 

8. Impact on Comrntmity 

The contribution of respondents to the devP.lopment of the 

community his business operates in, in terms of increased 

employment, participation in civic activities, etc. indicates 

entrepreneurial developnent. 
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c. Correlating or Establishing Linkage 

Between Test Scores and Eusiness Perf o:nnance 

The correlation annalysis must be done statistically to 

establish and confinn the validity of tests in relation to 

the busines5 performance of entrepreneurs. 
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REASCKS FOR BEING IN BUSINESS EXERCIS!: 

Your reasons for vanting to put up a business are just as 

important as the type/nature/fonri of that business. Here is a 

abort check-list of reasons most people have for wanting to be 

in business. 

Check those vhich apply to you. 

MOOETARY 

••··············•• 
••...............• 
•.••....•......•.• 
••....•...•......• 

SOCIAL 

•••·············•• 
•................. 
••••............•• 
.................. 

SERVICE 

...............••• 
••········••·····• 
•.....•........... 

FAMil..IAL 

•••..•......•..••• 
•••.........•.•••. 
•••............••• 

To eam a living 

To get rich 

For additional income/profit 

For financial stability/security 

To gain pre&tige/ status 

To be recognized and respected 

To be a model to others 

To meet people 

To employ people 

To upgrade the cc'.!llllunity 

To help the cor.unwiity's economy 

For son's/or family's future 

To win wife's/husband's loyalty 

To please father/mother 



•······•········· 
••....••.•...••.. 
•...............• 
•••.•...........• 
..........••..... 
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To be ow:i boss/be independent 

To •chieve/fulfill something through business 

To avoid emploYlllent 

To be productive; use personal abilities 

As challenge to own capabilities 

Now go back to the list and r•nk your reasons according to 

importance. Record them hen..-ith 1 •s most important and 5 as least 

important. 

1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

2 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••.•••••• 

3. ·······································~······················· 

4 ••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••••.••••••••.•••.••••.•••••• 

5 ••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 

Note what you have writter1 as No.1. This indicates your main 

motive for setting up your business. Is it a good enough active? 

Motives which relate to an individual's need for self

act•1alization exert the most influence on behavior because actions 

motivated by these needs tend to persist in time. This follows 

because self-actualization is a life-long process. It is a need 

within a person to respect himself, to feel fully human and 

dignified in every re.spect. This need is the last of all human 

needs that gets satisfied because it is not vital for survival. 
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You have several other needs and want.$ that demand 

satisfaction and which underline your every behavior. This needs 

differ in intensity in tencs of their effects on behavior. Once 

satisfied, a need ceases to motivate your actions and other 

pressing needs attract your attention. 

Esteem Needs 

Social Needs 

Safety r:eeds 

Physiological Needs 

These needs are arranged by Maslow as shown above. 

Examine your reason for setting up a business. Are they 

anchored on your need for self-realization? Or on lower needs? 

Are your motives mainly security, social or psychological 

reasons? Is it mainly money and profit th•t you want? 

Understand that a worthwhile business does not pay back 

immediately but only after years of good efficient hard work. 

You must be prepared to lose in the first few ~onths (or years) 

because you actually will have to give out more money and energy 

than you will initially receive in return. 

Can you see why your notive shculd be anchored on self

fulfillment? If it iE not, you are likely to get frustrated 

because of the lenfth of time it t•kes for returns to come. 
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Actions notivateci by the need for self-actualization tend 

to persist in time. Perseverance steu:s from the nature of the 

need. It takes a life time to satisfy and it is vital to one's 

self-respect. In business, persistence and perseverance can be 

a most valuable asset in meeting the inevitable. Te~ptations 

to quit will re plenty and inviting. One must h:ave the will to 

go on. Are you prepared to stick to ycur go-1s ancl plans? 

Would you meet the challenge? 

NOTE: Adapted from Entrepreneur's Handbook published by 

Tecbnonet Asia, Singapore, 1981. 
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ENTREP::IE..aa;ijRIAL SELF-ASSF.sSMENT 

The key to success in business is lmciwing one's self. Do 

ycu have the entrepreneurial Fpiri t? How much of the personal 

characteristics of the successful entrepreneur do you possess? 

Do yo~ have the right notivations for going into business? Have the 

events and circumstances of your life prepared you for the entre

preneurial role? 

To answer this questions ve will lead you through a journey 

in self-exploration. 

Following are 25 statements in which you may agree or disagree 

with. Think carefully before answering. Answer all items honestly. 

Aa you read each statement ask yourself how strongly you feel 

and think about it. Rate yourself according to the following scale 

by writing the appropriate letter each oa the space provided 

each statement: 

SA Strongly Agree 

A Agree 

? Not Sure 

D Disagree 

SD Strongly Disagree 

1. Mistakes and failures overhelm me so much I cannot learn 

from them. . .....••............... 
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2. While my product/service may not entirely be new, 

I am thinking of new and better ways to make it 

competitive. 

3. I do not fear investing my money on a venture 

whose dividends I have calculated. 

4. I believe problems and barriers can be turned 

into epportunities that can be exploited. 

5. I do not get upset when given a negative 

feedback about my product. 

6. I cannot be away too long from my business 

because no one •lse but I can manage its 

activities. 

?. When I do something, I see to it that it 

gets done excellently. 

8. I do not enjoy working in a team as a leader. 

I would rather be a member. 

9. I wai~ for other people to originate ideas 

and action. 

10. I find notl:.ing wrong in asking for advise 

regarding how I will run my business. 

11. ! consider a customer who complgins against 

my product as my enem7. 

12. I can be directive ae a le-der but in a way 

that makes people willing. 

13. I do not mind routine, unchallenging work, if 

the pay is good. 

• •••••••••••••••• 

• •••••••••••••••• 

. •..•............ 

• •••••••••••••••• 

. •..••.......•.•• 

. ..............•• 

. ...............• 

• •••••••••••••••• 

• •••••••••••••••• 

. •••..•..••.....• 

• •••••••••••••••• 

. ...............• 
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14. I enjoy activities where I get information on 

hov vell or hov bad I am doing. 

15. I avoid changing the vay things are done. 

16. I find it difficult to vin friends and 

influence people. 

17. I do not give up easily 1 even in the face of 

difficulties. 

18. Even if I am capable, hardworking and 

ambitious, if I do not have the money I 

cannot start a business. 

19. I get discouraged by a NO from a buyer 

because I do not think I can convince him to 

buy my product. 

20. Once I have started on a task, I usually carry 

it to its completion. 

21. I find it difficult to come up vi th new, 

wild or even cr--zy ideas. 

22. I am unable to work consistently on a goal 

when I meet some obstacles. 

23. I do not need a good knowledge of my market 

to be successful in business. 

24. I have confidence in my ability to succeed. 

25. I think of negative consequences to acts 

a.~d decisions that ! ~~c. 

• ••••••••••••••• 

. ..............• 

············-··· 

• ••••••••••••••• 

• ••••••••••••••• 

• ••••••••••••••• 

• ••••••••••••••• 

. ..............• 

. .............. . 

. ...•........... 

. •..........•..• 

. ..............• 
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Scoring: 

Give yourself one ( 1) point for each SA or A response for 

statements 2 9 }, 4, 5, 7 1 101 12 1 14, 171 20 1 24 and 25. 

Give yourself one (1) poi..~t for each SD or D response for 

states 11 6, 8, 9 1 11, 13, 15, 16, 18, 191 21, 22 and 23. 

Add your points and see how you rate in the categories below: 

21 25 Your entrepreneurial potential looks great. 

16 20 You could be quite successful if your other t.i.ents 

and resources are improved. 

11 15 ~ith some serious ~ark you can probably develop 

the outlook you need for running your business. 

6 - 10 Things look pretty doubtful for you as an 

entrepreneur. It would take considerable changing 

of your attitudes and behavior to make it. 

0 - 5 Entrepreneurship is not for you. However, learning 

wilat it is all about may still be worthwhile. Who 

knows, you might marry en entrepreneur. 
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ACHIE~T MOTIVATION ~UESTIONNAIRE 

One of the first things th-t you will want to know about 

yourself is how much achieveme~t motiv•tion you h•ve. ThiG motive 

has been identified most frequently with entrepreneurial individuals. 

The following questionnaire will help you measure your need to 

achieve. Complete e~ch sentence by encirclinb the letter correspon~ 

ing to the phase which most closely reflects your belief or opinion 

of yourself. 

1. working is somethi.J"..g 

a. I would rather not di') 

b. I do not like doing ver;, much 

c I would r~ther do now -.nd then (when I am in the mood) 

d. I like doing 

e. I like doing very much 

2o At home they think I am: 

~. very hard working 

t.. hard working 

c. not always hard working 

d. somewhat ea6y-going 

e. very easy-going 
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3. I believe that preparing a long time for an important task: 

a. does not make sense 

b. is often a woste of time 

c. can often be useful 

d. is sensible omd re•listic 

e. is essential to success 

4. In general I am: 

a. very strongly concerned about the future 

b. strongly concerned about the future 

c. a little concerned about the future 

d. not al all concerned about the future 

5. When I am working, the dem•mds I make upon myself are: 

a. very high 

b. high 

c. moder•te 

d. low 

e. very low 
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6. I usually do: 

.i.. much nore than I re•solved to do 

b. a bit more th2.n I resolved to do 

c. just as much as I resolved to do 

d. much less th«n I resolved to do 

?. When I have • task to perfoI"IJl: 

a. I usually set my heart on doing my beet 

b. I usual.ly pay attention to the advise of others 

c. I get distracted by other activities 

d. I set aside the task to be done and forget about it 

Bo If I have not done a task well and have fallen short of 

my go-.ls, then: 

a. I resolve not to give up and continue to do my best 

to attain my goal 

bo I exert myself a few more times to att•in my goal. 

c. I find it difficult to give up 

d. I give up 
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9. I think that to attain a high position in the community is: 

a. unimportant 

b. of litUe importance 

c. moderately important 

d. vecy important 

e. abt.olutely important 

10. Peopl.e succeed their fathers or mothers as manager of the family 

business bec•use: 

a. they want to enlarge and expand the business 

b. they can put their own new ideas into pr•ctice 

c. this is the easiest vay to make planty of money 

d. they are simply lucky to inherit the business 

11. When doinf something difficu1t: 

a. I give up almost as soon as I begin 

b. I give up quickly 

c. I give up but not •fter trying < t least once 

d. I try many timeG to do it before giving up 

e. I do not stop Wltil I have accomplished the task 
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12. I can work at something without feeling tired for: 

a. avery long time 

b. a long time 

c. not too long a time 

d. only a short time 

e. only a very short ti.me 

13. I find friends vho work hard: 

a. very nice 

b. nice 

c. just as nice as others who do not 11Crk as hard 

d. not so nice 

e. not nice at all 

14. I think good rel•tions with my friends: 

a. are very important 

b. are important 

c. •re not so iu:porU.nt 

d. are unimport~nt 

e. are completely w.important 
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15. For fun and ple-.sure: 

a. I usually hc.ve no tic:e 

b. I often h~ve no ti~e 

c. I S01Cetimes h-.ve too little time 

d. I always h-. ve time 

16. I usually am: 

a. very busy 

b. busy 

c. not so busy 

d. not busy at all 

You will note th•t the sixteen iteme in the questionnaire 

represent eight characteristics or traits which have often times 

been observed among high ac~ievers and entrep~eneurs. 

To obtain your score use the follo~ing scoring key: 



!!:!!.! 

Hardwork 

Concern for 

future 

High aspiration 

level 

Tadt/goal 
ori.en ta tion 

Upward mobility 

Persistence 

Recognition of 

others knowhow 

Concern for value 

of time 

Item 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 
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a 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

b 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Choices 

c 

0 

Q 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Q 

Your total score 

Minimum score: 8 points 

High scorei 21 points or rr.ore 

d 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

'2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

e 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

- 2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Your Score • 

•........... 
•........... 

•........... 
••.........• 

••.......... 
•.•..•.....• 

•••••••••••• 

•••••••••••• 

•••••••••••• 

............ 
•..•..•....• 

............ 
•.........•• 

•••••••••••• 
........•.•. 

• To score, look for the number of poi~ts as~igned to the letter 

corresponding to the phrase you chose in completing the sentence 

in each item. 
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If V01 scored less ~..a.~ :!l noints, ~ CUJht to train yoorself 
to be more achievement-oriented. This vill be discussed in session 

on Developing Yourself for Entrepreneurship. 

You should h•ve scored at lec;st 8 points, 1 each for the 

different traits. A zero or negative score on any one of the traits 

indic•tes a weakness th~t you c.-n set out to correct in order to 

~mprove yourself. 

It is easy to iu:agine why achievemen~oriented individuals get 

ahead in life. They work hard and persistently. Becc:.use they are 

concerned for the futrue they are willing to forego soall 

conveniences or discomforts at present in favour of much bigger and 

more satisfying returns in the future. They aim high, &0 that 

they are able to accomplish things. They think it is important to 

attain some position or come up with accomplishments in society. 

'Ibey are persif;tent workers ev'!n in the face of hardships and 

difficulties. They like to as~ociate with people who are •s hard

working as themsel.v!?s and are knowledgeable about the things they are 

interested in. And they do not like wasting time on non-essentials 

like having so much fun just for the sake of having fun. Achievers 

derive fwi from being busy in pursuit of worthwhile goals. 
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.APPRAISING YOUR WORK HABITS 

F.iitrepreneurship is a way of life. It is a manner of 

accomplishing one's ta.sks with certain attitudes, habits, perspectivee 

and discipline. One can be entrepreneurial if he works excellenily, 

dillige.'lily, profita.bly and effectively. 

'lhe following questions will help yo~ take stock of yot;.r 

present work habits. Answer each question honesily by choosing 

the sta.tement which most closely describes yourself at present. 

Choose only one answer for each item. 

1. lliben working on a task: do you usually: 

Q a. detennine on your own exactly whet needs to be done? 

0 b•allov others to tell you what is to be done? 

2. when you work vi th others on a group task: do you: 

D a. act only w'iten others sta.rt working? 

LJ b. take it upon yourself to see that things get done? 

3. What do you t..~ink about more frequently? 

D a. ideas and acti vi tics 

D b. loving and influencing people 

4. Which do you pref er to do? 

CJ a. implement proven aIJcl tested ideas 

LJ b. develop and implement new ideas 
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5. Which task do you always do first? 

0 a. tba t which you ciust do 

0 
b. that which you enjoy doing 

6. Do you: 

0 a. like to finish what you start? 

a b. like to start rather than finish a job? 

7. wben you recall past failures that make you feel bad, what do 

you do? 

0 

0 

a. immediately think of so!llelhi.Jgelse 

b. think of what you will do the next time something 

similar happens 

8. Which one do you enjoy more? 

6 

0 a. implementing ;ind working on ideas 

D b. knowing the results of your work 

9. wbich happens more often to you? 

0 
0 

a. you under-estimate your abilities 

b. you over-estimate your abiliti~s 

10. Which do you prefer: 

0 
0 

a. to lead a group and be responsible for them 

b. to be a member ~d let someone else le01d and be 

responsible for tha group 
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'!he -.nswers usually given by entrepreneurs are enumerated below. 

Score yourself 1 point for each item you answered accordingly. 

1. a 6. a 

2. b ?. b 

3. a 8. b 

4. b 9. b 

5. a 10. a 

What is your score? If you scored below 6, you need to improve your 

work attitudes and ti.bits. 

Your responses to Items 1 anQ 2 reflect whether you are a 

self.motivated individual. or not. The entrepreneurial individual 

sets his ow goals, that is, by rletermining 11dlat, how long or hov 

often thing.c are to be done. He does not need anyone else to tell 

him this. Also, he does not depend on others to get things done. 

Whenever he is personally involved, he sees to it thdt the goals 

(whether his own or the grouifs) are accomplished. 

Your response to items 3 and 4 reflect your sense of accomplish

ment and innovativeness. Entrepreneurial individuals thil'lk of 

ideas, accomplishments and action plans to carry out their ta.sks 

rather th•n their relationships or influence over people. As euch 

they are more action-oriented than others. 

Ite~ 5 reveals how you spend your time. Entrepreneurial 

individuals engage in productive activities most of the time. !.bey 

seldom waste time on unproductive chatter or play, for they prefer 

to create and p·.'Oduce. They are disciplined at work so that they 

do not waste time. They work by a schedule, finishing th~t which 

must be done first before going to the less important (but niay be 

more enjoy•ble). 
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Item 6 describe& your work attitudes. Entrepreneurial 

individuals do not al.low conditions to dete:nni.ne their atti~udes 

towards work. Even if the path to their goals is often difficult 

and hazardous they go on working despite these difficult 

circumsi.nces, and they fill themselves with positive thoughts 

about their rewarc's if they succeed in attaining their goals. 'fllus, 

they finish their tasks cheerfully. 

Items 7 and 8 reflect your concern for results or feedback 

on your performance. You must not allow your pmrt failures to 

discourage you that you begin to pity yourself'. Learn from your 

mistakes - also from your success. Repeat those actions that led 

you to success, eleminate those that made you fail. 

Item 9 shows your self-confidence or lack of it. F..ntrepreneu

rial individuals believe in themselves. Host of the time they 

ove~estimate their capacitiea, t!.inking of themselves •s better 

than most people. 

Item 10 says something about your leadership potentials. 

Entrepreneurial people ore able to lead and they enjoy in taking 

the responsibility for gettinb things done on their own initiative. 
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DE!SHMINING YOUR ENTREFHUIBURIAL READI?r.c..SS 

After all the dh:cussior.s ~d insights you ho;ve been through 

in tl:is EMT are you re•dy for en trepreneurs.11ip? 

Hereunder are 10 questions the answers to ~hich will give an 

indic~tion of your entrepreneurial readiness. Put a circle 

around the letter th<it most ne•rly express ~hat you feel. Try to 

be as honest as you c~n to yourself. 

1. Are you a :c;elf-starter'l 

a. I do thingE en my own, Nobody has to tell me to get going. 

b. If se1teon~ gets me started, I keep going all riiyit. 

c. I take it e~sy. I do cot put myself to so much trouble 

unless I re-.1.ly have to. 

2. How do you feel about other people? 

a. I like people. I c•n get along with just about anybody. 

b. I have many friends. I do net need anyone else. 

c. Most people irritate me. 

3. Can you lead others? 

a. I can get most people to go along wh-?r I start something. 

b. I can give the orde:"s if someone tells me wh•t we should do. 

c. I let somecne else get things moving. Then I go •long if 

I feel like it. 



4. Can yo·1 take responsibility? 

a. I like to take cr.•rge of things and see them through. 

b. I will take over if I ~ave to, but would rather have someone 

else be responsible. 

c. 'lbere is always some oveI""'achiever around wan ting to show 

how snart he is. I usu•lly let him. 

5. How good an organizer are you? 

a. I like to have a plan before I start. I am usually the 

one to get things get organized when the gr::>up wants to 

do something. 

b. I do •lright unless things get too confused. 'lben I quit. 

c. I get •11 set and then something comes along and presents 

too many problems. So I just take things as they come. 

6. How good a worker are you? 

a. I cmi keep going as long as I need to. I do not mind 

working hard for something I want. 

b. I will work hard for a while, but when I h-ve h~d enough, 

I will stop. 

c. I cannot see ho~ hard work c~n get me anywhere. 
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7. Can you make decisions? 

... I can make up my mind in a hurry if I have to. 

b. I can if I have plenty of time. 

c. If I have to ~e up my 1?1ind fast, I realize l.:..ter I 

should h;;ve decided the other way. 

B. Can people trust what you s;ay? 

a. Of course they can. I do not say things I do not mean. 

b. I try to be straight forward most of the time, but 

scmethimes I just say what is easiest to say. 

c. Why bother if the other fellow does not Ir.now the difference. 

9. Can you stick to what you start? 

a. If I make up my mind to do something, I do not let anything 

stop me until I finish. 

b. I 11sually finish what I start - if it goes well. 

c. If it does not go well, I quit• ~Jhy bother? 

10. How healthy are you? 

a. I never feel tired or run-down. 

b. I have ~nough energy for most things I want to do. 

c. I run out of energy sooner than most of my friends seem to. 



Scoring: 

~ow many 11 a•s'1 have you checked? •••••••••••••• 

How many "b' sn have you checked? •••••••••••••• 

How many "e's" have you checked? •••••••••••••• 

If you checked 6 or more "ais11 you probably are ready for 

entrepreneurship. 

If you checked 6 or more "b' s" you ma.y have difficulty in 

running a busines~ ~y yourself. But you can still succeed if you 

find a partner who is strong on the points your are weak in. 

If you have 6 or more "e's" ch91Ilces are not even a good 

partner will be able to give you the support you need. 

NO'lE: Adapted from You, Too, C~ Start Your Own Business 

published by SERDEF, UP - Institute for Small Scale 

Industries, 1990. 
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ENTREPRENEURIAL PO'IBNTIALS 

ASSESSMmT REPORT 

Annex F 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(Surname) (Given Name) 

••.....•..........•.............••.••.........•......• 

·····················~································ 
(No. & Date) 

I ENTREPRENEURIAL MOTIVATION 

Raw Score •................• weighted Score •••••••••••• 

In terpreb tion: 

•••·····•·······••·················•··········••········•·•• 
•••••.•.•..••••..........•..•......•••..........•.....•....• 
•••···························••·••·•••·········••••·•·•··•• 
••...•....•........•.............••...•.........•.•••••.•.•• 
••••.•••.....................••••...•............•.........• 

Strengths: 

••••w••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

•·•·•·•·······•·····························•·•·•·····•·•·•• 
·······················~···································· 

•·•·····•·•·•···•·•·•···············•·•···•···•·····•·····•• 



Weaknesses: 

•···••··•·•·•·•·•·•·····•·············•·······•·•····••· 
•···•·•·•·····•·····················•·····•·········•··· 
••·•···•···•·•·•···•·•·•···•·····•·•·····•·•·····•······ 
•·····•••·•·•·•···•·•·•·•·••·••·•·•·····•·•·······•·•·•• 
•••·•·•·•···•·•·•···•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•••·····•···•····· 

II ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT 

Raw Score •••••••••••••••••• Weighted Score •••••••••• 

Interpreta.iton: 

••···•·····•···•·······•···•·····•·•·•··············••·•· 
•·•···•·•···•·•···•··········••·•·•·•···••··•···•··•·•··• 
••·••········•·················•·················••·•·•·· 
•·········•··············•·············•··········•·•···· 
•···•········••···•·•···•·•·····•···•···•·•···•···•·•·•·• 

Strengths: 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•···•··········••·•···•·•·•·····•·····••• 
•·•·•·••·········•····•··•··•················•···•·····•• 

Weaknesses: 

••·····•·················•·····•···•·····•·•···•·•·•·•·•• 
•·•·•·••··•·····•·•••·•••··········•····················• 
•·•···•······••••···••······•······•••·••·•••··•··••····· 
•···•················•············•·••····•••·····•·•···• 
•·•••·•·•···•·•·•·•················•·•···············•••· 
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III ENTREPREm:!RIAL L';CLINATICN 

(1) Need for Achievement 

Rav Score •••••••••••••••••• Weighted Score •••••••••••• 

Interpretation: 

••..•....••...........•••.•.•..•.•.......•.•..•.•......•.•• 
•••••········•···•·········•·••·•·•·•··••···•···········••• 
••·•••·•····················•··············•···••··•····•·• 
..•...........••................•...•..••.•........•..•••.• 
••••.......•..............•..•......•.....•...•••.........• 

Strengths: 

•.......•.............•......•...•.................•.......• 
·······················-···································· 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•.....••••...........•...•.• , •.•...•....•......•.•...•.•.•.• 
•••.•••.•.•.•.......•••••.•..........••••.•.............•.•• 

Weaknesses: 

·•··········•······························•··············•• 
•••·•··········•·············••••··•••···•··••·•···••••·•••• 
••··••··············••······••·····················•·••·••·• 
..•.•...•••...........•...•••••............••..•••.••...•.•• 
·······················~···································· 

(2) Work Habits 

Raw Score •••••••••••••••••••• Weighted Score ••••••••••••• 
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Interpretation: 

••••••······•··•········•··•·············•••········•·······•·· 
•.............................•......••..........•••........... 
·•••··•·········•••·············•········•·······•············· 
•••···•··•···•·············••··•··•·········•·················· 
•·····•···•·•••····••·•·•····•··••·•····•··········•·········•• 

Strengths: 

•••••··••·•·•·••···•·····••••······•··•····••·•·••·•···••·····• 
•············••·······•···•·•······•·•·····•••••····••••••·•··• 
..••••...••.•.•..•...•.•....•..................•.•••..•••.•••.• 
.•.••..•••.........•.........•.......••••....•.•..••.•........• 
•·•·•••··•····•··········•········•·•·•········•••·•······•···· 

Wealmesses: 

•····························••······················•········• 
•·········••·····•·····•·····•···•··•··•···••••·••·•·····•····· 
••·••••·····•·•·······•······•···•·••·•··•···••·••···•········• 
··••·····················•····••················•·············· 
·•·•·•·••·········•·······•··•···········•·······•·••··•······• 

IV ENTREPRENEURIAL READINESS 

Raw Score •••••••••••••••••• Weighted Score ••••••••••••••··~ 

In terpreta ti on: 

•...••..•.•.••...........•••...........•......•.....••••...•..• 
•··•·•••····••·•·······•·····••····•····•··•••·•••··•·•··•····• 
••·•••·•··•·•····••··••·····•····•··•·•·········••••·•·•·•····• 
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Strenaths: 

••·•···••···•·····•·•····•··•··•••••••·•·•··••·••··•········· 
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Wealmesses: 
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SUMMARY OF ENTREPRENEURIAL POTEt;TIALS 

Total Weighted Points •••••••••••••••••••• 

Reco:nmen~tion (s)a 
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